
 

It is popular belief that the term "smart city" was born in recent years, but in fact it dates
back as early as 1488, when one of the greatest inventors and entrepreneurs of his era,
Leonardo da Vinci, conceived “la città ideale” - the ideal city. 

 In the wake of the Black Death in Italy, Da Vinci's ideal city aimed to, first and foremost,
prevent the next plague, but a closer look at its principles unveils advanced characteristics
associated with today's smart city. 

Da  Vinci's  ideal  city  presents  strategic  design  and  adherence  to  urban  architecture.
Focusing on smart  transportation and sanitation,  the city  was planned as a geometric
network of wide passageways and water channels. The passageways were to be on two
levels – upper paths for pedestrians and lower roads for commercial and wagon traffic.
The network of water channels was also to be on two levels –a higher network for trade
and  visitors,  and a  lower  network  for  a  continuous,  hygienic  flow of  sewage,  -  smart
sanitation. 

 But da Vinci's design didn't end with public spaces: he also delved into a relatively new
concept – "the smart home." In da Vinci's design, the water channels were integrated with
private property and provided running water to every home. Water flow would operate
different machines he invented, including the first indoor restroom, which would drain into
the city's sewage system. Da Vinci even drew sketches of air ducts that would enable a
constant supply of fresh air for the first time. 

 These are examples of key elements in the smart city vision: improvement of quality of life
of a city's residents and of the infrastructure of the local economy. 

 So far we’ve covered ideas dating back to the 15 th century. Since then a number of factors
have influenced the way joint principles of the “smart city” and the“città ideale” are being
implemented. Technology is  one  of  them.  Modern  technology  can  help  streamline
procedures and decrease response times. Be it smart sensors or residents carrying smart



devices, today a municipality can be alerted to issues in real-time allowing for the speedy
resolution of problems that arise. Picture this: a water channel in da Vinci’s “città ideale”
suddenly  overflows,  flooding  a  private  house.  The  resident  of  the  household  takes  a
picture using his smartphone and sends it directly to the municipal service center, which in-
turn sends a municipal plumber to quickly sail on through city channels with a paddle in
one  hand  and  a  wrench  in  the  other.  Or  Imagine Cosimo de'  Medici,  the  Prince  of
Florence, observing a drunken street brawl on a wall of monitors, and sending policemen
to handle the situation. All these pieces of information form a holistic image of what is
happening right now in the city, this is the second significant difference. 

 When he wasn’t pursuing ways to increase a city’s operational efficiency or to support its
local  economy,  Leonardo  da  Vinci  spent  his  days  engaged  in  culture  and  art.  A true
renaissance man, da Vinci  was a painter,  sculptor,  and even a talented musician.  His
famous works include the Mona Lisa, the Last Supper, the Annunciation, and more. Da
Vinci  understood  the  importance  of  elevating  the  human spirit  and  not  just  improving
people's homes and well-being. Likewise, Tel Aviv and Florence are vibrant, dynamic cities
committed to the importance of "the human spirit."  

It is this commitment which gives rise to a third significant difference between da Vinci's
“città ideale” and the modern smart city. Today's modern smart city is all about people.
Commitment  to  “the  human  spirit”  is  a  good  start,  but  engaging  city  residents and
involving them in what is happening in their city and in decision making, is the next level. 

 Engagement means encouraging residents to assume an active role in reporting problems
and solving them, and it means constantly asking them to share their opinion on what is
happening in the city. The understanding that residents know best is changing the way
cities are managed. The city "lives and breathes" for a single purpose – to provide service
and value to its residents. 

 Tel Aviv,  the nonstop city,  is  a  sunny city  on the Mediterranean packed with  cultural
events – music, theater, sports, and culinary affairs. It is a city where an alfresco mega-
event  awaits  on  every  street  corner.  Beautiful  Florence is  the  birthplace  of  the
Renaissance.  A city  full  of  art  and museums,  and home to the  greatest  artists  of  the
renaissance like Leonardo and Rafael. Florence is a vibrant, leading travel destination, the
cradle  of  the  old  Renaissance,  and  heading  to  be  the  cradle  of  a  new,  digital
Renaissance. 

 The Medici  family  had  a  very  visionary  approach  for  their  time:  they  recognized  the
importance of helping scientists, artists, and inventors develop their ideas, fostering new
generations  of  apprentices,  of  students,  and  of  the  new  geniuses  of  tomorrow.  This
approach lead to the most incredible concentration of innovators in history, even larger
than the current Silicon Valley. The same approach was adopted by Tel Aviv with startups,
helping them to develop their ideas, fostering them innovating for tomorrow. 

 If a Florentine goes to Tel Aviv, she can breathe this creative energy in the air,  in the
streets, in the neighborhoods, in the squares. The air of innovation is present even in the
beach during sunset, where electric portable bikes ride the bike-lane at sometimes too
high speeds! If a Tel Avivian goes to Florence, her first impression is like stepping into a
beautiful painting, where past and present are woven together into fabric, completing each
other. It feels like history is only nurturing the growth and innovation of the future. Public
Wi-Fi is almost available all around the city in just a few clicks, and tens of apps are made



available  to  the  different  types  of  tourists  approaching  the  city.  High  school  students,
university  researchers and small  companies use the Open Data platform to learn new
technologies and new tools to process and visualize data. More than 50,000 residents are
registered to the metropolitan-wide digital services.

Both cities are engaged to host new talent; to become “testbeds” for students, startups,
and large companies; and to leverage the prestige of their the past – for Florence the
brilliance of da Vinci and in Tel Aviv's case, the visionary approach adopted by the current
Mayor. 

All  of  this boils down to the principle of  engagement:  engagement with residents,  with
students on open data, with small artisan companies with startups, and much more. 

Engagement is becoming a key aspect in implementing the smart city vision and
making da Vinci's  “città ideale” truly  ideal.  Cities  wise enough to  invest  in  this
aspect will win the satisfaction of their residents. 

 


